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Is it 1998, 1999 or 2000?
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The debate over an appropriate historical analogue for today’s market typically focuses on the
increasing valuation of the broad market indexes and that highly valued technology companies
are leading the market higher, reminiscent of the late 1990’s internet bubble. This has been
punctuated by a wave of initial public offerings from next generation technology companies with
eye-popping market valuations. Cloud based data software company Snowflake Inc., for
example, held its IPO in late September and is expected to generate roughly $1 billion of
revenue in 2021. The company is not expected to be profitable for at least four years, and is
valued at roughly $65 billion, or more than 65 times 2021’s estimated revenue (not earnings!)
That is a stretch even for the most optimistic growth investor.
While we certainly see instances of excess, like Snowflake, we do not find much evidence that
the broader market is facing the risk of what former Federal Reserve Chairman Alan Greenspan
called “irrational exuberance.” It would be unusual to have a bubble in the midst of, or just after
a recession and corresponding market correction, as recessions tend to burn off excesses. The
two most recent bubble-like markets, the dot-com driven 1999 and the 2006 housing related
markets, occurred well into an
economic expansion that saw
the Federal Reserve Bank
aggressively raising interest
rates in an attempt to
moderate economic growth
and inflation. While we look
forward to a future robust
economic environment that
would entice the Fed to raise
rates again, that is not on the
visible horizon.
Examining the mega-cap
companies that have been
leading the market also
provides some comfort that
we are not witnessing an
extreme market valuation
distortion. The adjacent chart from Empirical Research Partners compares the market value of
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six of the market darlings (Facebook, Apple, Amazon, Netflix, Google and Microsoft) to their
proportionate share of free cash flow. While these companies do represent nearly 20% of the
entire market’s capitalization, they also generate nearly the same proportion free cash flow.
One could make the argument that given their significantly faster growth rates, they were
meaningfully under-valued until recently.
The symptoms of this technology-led market point more to a realignment of much of the
economy, with several large companies earning a disproportionate share of its spoils. In fact,
that point is further highlighted by just how few companies have been able to grow rapidly at
scale, and in the case of the
“FAANGs+Microsoft”, quite
profitably as well. The
adjacent chart from
Cornerstone Macro shows
the number of companies
that have grown revenue at
15% or higher over the past
five years. The most recent
data point in late
September shows that only
66 companies in the S&P
500 were able to meet that
criteria.
With growth so scarce and
a large portion of the
economy embarking on a
digital transformation, it
should not be surprising
that those select companies benefitting are earning a disproportionate share of both profits and
market value. When growth is scarce, it is natural to expect those that can deliver it to become
more valuable.
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This Newsletter, article, blog is for informational purposes only and does not constitute, either explicitly or implicitly, any provision of
services, products or funds by GrowthLine Capital Management LLC (“GrowthLine”). Investors should determine for themselves
whether a particular service, product or fund is suitable for their investment needs or should seek such professional advice for their
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particular situation. All content is original and has been researched and produced by GrowthLine unless otherwise stated therein.
No part of the content may be reproduced in any form, or referred to in any other publication, without the express written permission
of GrowthLine. All statements made regarding companies, securities or other financial information contained in the content or
articles relating to GrowthLine are strictly beliefs and points of view held by GrowthLine and are not endorsements of any company
or security or recommendations to buy or sell any security. By visiting and/or otherwise using the GrowthLine website in any way,
you indicate that you understand and accept the terms of use as set forth on the website and agree to be bound by them. If you do
not agree to the terms of use of the website, please do no access the website or any pages thereof. Any descriptions of, references
to, or links to other products, publications or services does not constitute an endorsement, authorization, sponsorship by or affiliation
with GrowthLine with respect to any linked site or its sponsor, unless expressly stated by GrowthLine. Any such information,
products or sites have not necessarily been reviewed by GrowthLine and are provided or maintained by third parties over whom
GrowthLine exercises no control. GrowthLine expressly disclaims any responsibility for the content, the accuracy of the information,
and/or quality of products or services provided by or advertised on these third-party sites.
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